HELLO!
I’m Sarah Linklater, aka Slinky. I’m a graphic designer based in Melbourne who loves travel, reading,
eating and my cats, Toby and Babs. I have been known as Slinky since I was 10 years old.
Much like my toy counterpart, I am bouncy, springy, and once I get going, I can be hard to
stop. I specialise in developing brands, reports and related marketing collateral for public and
private sector organisations who are making a difference in the world.
I believe that design is a collaborative process. I work with you to explore the ideas,
innovations and quirks that make you unique and determine the best way to
represent you in your marketplace.
For design that makes a difference, please drop me a line, I’d love to get to know you!

www.slinkydidit.com.au
sarah@slinkydidit.com.au / 0422 476 001

ABC

2017 HEYWIRE PROGRAM BRANDING & COLLATERAL
ABC Heywire creates an opportunity for young, regional
Australians to stand up and make a difference. Heywire
annually selects a group of forty 16-22 year olds from across
regional, rural and remote Australia to attend the Heywire
Youth Summit in Canberra where they workshop ideas to
meet challenges facing their local communities. The ideas
are then published and distributed across Australia. Local
organisations can apply for grants to implement these ideas
within their communities.
Each year Heywire create a different look and feel for their
program. Heywire wanted their 2017 branding to explore the
idea of ‘having a voice’ as a young, regional Australian. They
also wanted it to capture the infectious, youthful, vibrance of
the summit.

What Slinky did
Exploring the idea of what it means to have a ‘voice’ as a
young person today, the final design plays on social media
‘shareables’ through the use of a polaroid type imagery. A
bright colour palette captures the atmosphere of the summit,
whilst bold, contemporary text represents the way Heywire
gives young Australians a voice and empowers them to create
change in their local communities.

EVERYONE NEEDS
A VOICE AND THE
HEYWIRE COMPETITION
IS THAT OPPORTUNITY
Matthew Gover, Maffra, VIC
2015 Heywire Winner

THE HEYWIRE
COMPETITION OFFERS
MY STUDENTS A PATH
TO GO FURTHER IN LIFE
Jagdish Singh, Teacher, McGuire College

Heywire in
your classroom
Heywire is a personal narrative competition for students in
years 10, 11 and 12 from regional Australia. Your students
could be among 40 Heywire winners who will have their
story featured on the ABC and win a trip to Canberra for
the Heywire Regional Youth Summit.
GIVE YOUR STUDENTS A VOICE
The Heywire competition is about telling the
nation what life is like for young people in regional
Australia. From growing up on a remote cattle
station, to overcoming racism in a small town,
to recovering from natural disaster, Heywire
showcases the diversity of regional experience.
Teachers across the country use Heywire in
their curriculum, encouraging students to create
a true story about their life. Stories can be in
any format:
Text:
Video:
Photos:
Audio:

400 words
2-4 minutes
10 images
2-4 minutes

TEACHING RESOURCES AND SCHOOL VISITS
FROM ABC JOURNALISTS ARE AVAILABLE
View teaching resources and express your
interest in having an ABC journalist present
in your classroom, by visiting:
abc.net.au/heywire/teachers

WHY USE HEYWIRE?
a real-life task for your students
teaching notes available
easy to put in your curriculum
support available from ABC staff
40 youth win a money-can’t-buy experience
a school award in each state

Tell your story... change your world
Enter Heywire now! Forty winners will have their stories featured on the ABC and win a
trip to the Heywire Regional Youth Summit in Canberra. Competition closes 16 September.

THE COMPETITION IS OPEN NOW AND CLOSES 16 SEPTEMBER.

abc.net.au/heywire
abc.net.au/heywire/teachers
t: 1800 26 26 46 e: abcheywire@abc.net.au

ABOUT HEYWIRE

2017 Youth Innovation
Grants Guide

7 Ideas from the Heywire Regional Youth Summit

TRAILBLAZERS
Approximately twenty outstanding

Heywire embodies the things I love about the ABC
– it has purpose, encourages conversation about
issues that matter and it makes lasting impact
in the lives of those it touches.

young leaders who are creating

THE ABC HEYWIRE COMPETITION

positive change in regional

The annual Heywire competition is designed to

Australia are chosen annually to

involve regional youth in the national conversation.

attend the Heywire Summit, and

It asks people aged 16 to 22 living in regional,

have their work featured on the

rural or remote Australia to share their story.

ABC. This year they tackled issues

Entries for this year’s competition are open until

like substance abuse, access to

September 16, 2017.

services, education, tourism and

Who will you encourage to enter?

Indigenous health.
Find out more on page 26.

Competition Winners and Trailblazers are
rewarded with an all-expenses-paid trip
to the Heywire Summit. Trailblazers build
skills to enable them to communicate

YOUNG VOICES ON THE ABC

their existing change-making projects to

Approximately forty winners from across the nation

the nation. The Winners develop exciting

work with ABC staff to transform their story into a

new solutions to improve the lives of

high-quality TV or radio piece. This year’s stories
showcase the diversity and talent of young people
living in regional, rural and remote Australia.

HAVING MY STORY
ON THE ABC WAS
INCREDIBLE
Ben Galea, Waterloo, QLD, 2013 Heywire Winner

FRRR ABC HEYWIRE YOUTH INNOVATION
GRANTS

young people in regional Australia.

Community organisations around Australia are invited to apply

These ideas are showcased from page 8.

for a share in $100,000 from our grants program partner FRRR,

Enjoy them all at abc.net.au/heywire

to make these ideas a reality. If you think your community could
benefit, apply for a grant of up to $10,000.

$100,000 IN GRANTS - APPLY NOW!
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MICHELLE GUTHRIE Managing Director ABC

THE HEYWIRE REGIONAL
YOUTH SUMMIT

Full details on page 22 or at abc.net.au/heywire

2017 YOUTH INNOVATION GRANTS GUIDE

2017 YOUTH INNOVATION GRANTS GUIDE

Tell your story...
change your world

Tell your story...
change your world

ENTER HEYWIRE
Aged 16-22 and from regional Australia? Tell your story
for the Heywire Competition.

ENTER HEYWIRE
Aged 16-22 and from regional Australia? Tell your story
for the Heywire Competition.

YOUR STORY ON THE ABC
Forty winners will work with ABC producers to have their
story featured on the ABC.
BE HEARD IN CANBERRA
Win an all-expenses-paid trip to Canberra for the Heywire
Regional Youth Summit.
CHANGE YOUR WORLD
The ideas you develop at the Summit get funded, become
a reality and make a real difference in regional Australia.

BY SHARING OUR
STORIES, WE CAN MAKE
AUSTRALIA EVEN BETTER
Prudence Melom, Toowoomba, QLD, 2015 Heywire Winner

YOUR STORY ON THE ABC
Forty winners will work with ABC producers to have their
story featured on the ABC.
BE HEARD IN CANBERRA
Win an all-expenses-paid trip to Canberra for the Heywire
Regional Youth Summit.
CHANGE YOUR WORLD
The ideas you develop at the Summit get funded, become
a reality and make a real difference in regional Australia.

Competition closes 16 September

Competition closes 16 September

abc.net.au/heywire

abc.net.au/heywire
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EUROPEAN UNION

EU- AUSTRALIA LEADERSHIP FORUM PUBLICATION, INFOGRAPHIC AND IMAGE DEVELOPMENT

Among the top 10 beneficiary countries of Australia’s overseas aid in
2015, EU institutions and EU Member States were the top donor for
two, the second top donor for three and the third top donor for four.

1997 Joint Declaration on relations between
Australia and the European Union
established common goals in the area
of development and foreign policy

Myanmar

EU is top donor
AUS:$55M EU:$380M

Vietnam EU is 3rd top donor

2003 Agenda for Cooperation focuses
on security & strategic Issues,
development cooperation in the AsiaPacific region and migration & asylum.

2008 EU-Australia Partnership Framework
signed, includes increasing dialogue on
foreign policy, security and development
co-operation in Asia-Pacific

2014 Australia-EU Delegated Cooperation
for Development signed, leading to
first arrangements between DFAT
and Europe Aid to work together in
Fiji and Sudan
Formal dialogue set up on
counter-terrorism

2015 EU and Australia finalised
negotiations on a Framework
Agreement across all areas of EUAustralia cooperation

24

AUS:$104M EU:$488M

Pakistan

I think there is a bit of a
subtle shift in government
policy which is to think more
globally and less regionally,
in terms of foreign policy
priorities, so Europe is having
a bit of a comeback in terms of
the level of Australian interest.
- Peter Jennings PSM
Executive Director of the Australian Strategic Policy Institute

Indonesia EU is top donor

EU is 2nd top donor
AUS:$53M EU:$897M

AUS:$373M EU:$718M

Afganistan

THE EU AND AUSTRALIA: SHARED OPPORTUNITIES AND COMMON CHALLENGES

Security, Foreign Policy
& Development

Philippines

EU is 2nd top donor
AUS:$79M EU:$1,428M

EU is 3rd top donor
AUS:$93M EU:$138M

Solomon Islands
AUS:$122M EU:$7M

East Timor

EU is 2nd top donor
AUS:$63M EU:$33M

In 2014 Australia contributed for the first time
to an EU-led crisis management mission –

EUCAP NESTOR,

Vanuatu

EU is 3rd top donor
AUS:$90M EU:$20M

Papua New Guinea
EU is 3rd top donor
AUS:$416M EU:$26M

a maritime capacity building
mission in the Horn of Africa.

The EU and Australia are the

two major donors
in the Pacific region

The EU and Australia:
Shared Opportunities and
Common Challenges
35

SPOWERS

E-FLYERS, COLLATERAL & TENDER TEMPLATE DESIGN / DELIVERY

ATSFI

BRAND DESIGN & COLLATERAL

Australian Tanzanian Service Foundation (ATSFI) approached
Slinky Did It to design their brand and come up with a slogan
to encourage people to donate to and help with their cause.
The brief was to represent ATSFI as a bold and fearless aid
organisation that was not afraid to get things done, and whose
ultimate aim was to give sustainable aid that continued to give
after the initial donation.

and medical exchange programs. It is both a bold and
brave representation of the organisation, aimed at increasing
awareness to a broader audience through its contemporary
design. A round and open was chosen to symbolise the
goodwill of ATSFI and the opportunities it provides to the
people of Tanzania. The slogan ‘Building a better life for
Tanzanians’ was developed to support the logo and brand.

Collateral was designed to support the brand rollout.
What Slinky Did
The concept uses aid crosses, immortalised by the Red Cross,
to ‘build’ Tanzania using the colours of its flag. This represents
ATSFI’s ambitions to help build a better life for Tanzanians
through sustainable developments in healthcare, education

CARLTON CONNECT INITIATIVE
CONFERENCE BRAND DESIGN & ROLLOUT (INCLUDING WAYFINDING)
The Carlton Connect Initiative (CCI) is a University of
Melbourne organisation who are creating Australia’s premier
innovation precinct. They curate partnerships between
people of diverse disciplines to create impactful solutions for
the range of challenges facing the Australasian region.
Carlton Connect Initiative engaged Slinky Did It to create a
sub-brand and supporting collateral for CCI’s inaugural 2014
conference, held in October at the Sidney Myer Asia Centre
at the University of Melbourne.
What Slinky did
Using the Carlton Connect parent brand as the driver, Slinky
developed a sub-brand that embraced Carlton Connect’s
diverse colour palette and circular forms from their logo.
The sub-brand was applied to all event collateral, including:
•
•
•
•

Subversive street poster •
campaign
•
Conference Program •
brochure
•
Stage set
•
Wayfinding
•

Event app branding
EDM template
Staff T-shirts
Banners
Social Media Skins
USBs & Lanyards

The branding for the event was so successful, Carlton Connect
decided to use it as their permanent event branding.

CARLTON CONNECT INITIATIVE
TOWER PROSPECTUS

Be a part of
Melbourne’s future
Walk the talk…

Securing tenancy in the main tower on the Carlton Connect site
will deliver value to your organisation in the following key ways

Signal your commitment to high value solutions a
nd an innovation culture to
your customers and stakeholders

A research powerhouse
on your doorstep
Maximise
your innovation
investment value

Attract top talent from
the ground floor up

Funding leverage from other
partners (including government
and private sector partners)

Highest quality graduates from
Australia’s leading university
on your doorstep

Critical mass of activity to
unlock access to larger
pools of investment

Develop your business,
not just business
development

Unparalleled access to leading-edge
thinking and advanced research facilities

Be a foundation partner in the largest
6-star green star-targeted project
of its kind in Australia

Increase your innovation productivity
and drive down technological risk
Ongoing knowledge-based
competitive advantage

Attract and retain high value
personnel through a preferred
working environment

…and walk to work!
Access to facilities and amenities of the
Carlton Connect precinct and the main
University campus
Located in the world’s most liveable city1

A vibrant community of
complementary organisations,
seeking to bring solutions
to domestic and
international markets

Connectivity across multiple transport modes and
less than 10 minutes from the Melbourne CBD and
30 minutes from Melbourne International airport
1. The Economist Intelligence Unit URL:
www.eiu.com/public/topical_report.aspx?campaignid
=Liveability2014

Anticipated project timeline
Expressions of interest for main tower tenancy are now being received. Engaging now ensures that your
specific requirements can be accommodated in the design phase.
LAB-14
Re-development complete

Tenancy & activities

Main tower
Design phase

Construction phase

Re-development complete

Tenancy & activities

Building completion

Tenancy & activities

Retail and residential precinct
Design phase
2014

Construction phase
2015

2016

2017

8 Central Tower Prospectus Carlton Connect Initiative

The Carlton Connect Initiative (CCI) is a University of
Melbourne organisation who are creating Australia’s premier
innovation precinct. They curate partnerships between
people of diverse disciplines to create impactful solutions for
the range of challenges facing the Australasian region.

2018

2019
Carlton Connect Initiative Central Tower Prospectus 9

a clean and minimalist aesthetic to engage broad target
markets, including commercial businesses, start-ups and
government clients.
What Slinky did

Using the Carlton Connect parent brand as the driver, Slinky
Having recently completed the first phase of redevelopment developed a clean yet engaging document utilising minimalist
for the old Women’s Hospital at Parkville, CCI needed a copy and bold infographics.
prospectus to promote second phase tenancy opportunities.
The document needed to be Carlton Connect branded, with

CO-LOCATE
COLLABORATE
INNOVATE

Prime position
and connectivity

Eastern Freeway
3km
Wade Institute for
Entrepreneurship

Melbourne International Airport

17
km

Lygon Street

CO2 CRC Ltd
Australian
Urban Research
Infrastructure
Network
(AURIN)

WEHI

Bio21 Institute

Centre
for Energy
Efficient Telecommunications
(CEET)

Elgin Street
National
eResearch
Collaborative
Tools and
Resources

Microsoft
Social NUI
Centre

Royal
Melbourne
Hospital

Fle
min
gto
nR
oa
d

Existing Carlton Connect tenancies (LAB-14):
• The Carlton Connect Initiative
• Melbourne Accelerator
Program
Faraday
Street
• Startup and co-working space
• Victorian Life Sciences Computation Initiative
• EU Centre on Shared Complex Challenges
• Creative Spaces Artist Studios
• Australian-German College of Climate
& Energy Transitions
• Others to be announced...

V3 Alliance
Victorian
Platform
Technology
Network

Bike share scheme

IBM Global
Research &
Development
Laboratory

Grattan Street
Centre for
Neural
Engineering

Barry Street

Parking

Car share scheme

CRC for
Spatial
Information
(CRCSI)

Drummond Street

Melbourne CBD

The Royal
Children's
Hospital

Melbourne
Research
Institutes

Cit
yL
ink
3k
m

Food and beverage precinct

Royal Parade

Palmerston Street

Carlton Connect Initiative
Central Tower Prospectus

The Carlton Connect Initiative has also been identified as a key
research and commercial node in Plan Melbourne, the Victorian
Government’s plan for the future development of the city to 2050.
This reflects Carlton Connect’s important role in delivering
economic outcomes for the city and the state more generally.
The University of Melbourne continues to work closely
with the City of Melbourne and the State Government to
ensure this potential is realised.

VEIL &
Fabrication
workshop

Cardigan Street

Melbourne
School of
Design

The Carlton Connect Initiative represents the premium
location within the Carlton-Parkville Innovation District.

Swanston Street

THE UNIVERSITY
OF MELBOURNE

HEARing CRC

Tram (Swanston Street)

Bus stop (to North Melbourne station)

Proposed rail project and station

et
tre
th S
abe
Eliz

Train (Melbourne Central)

Major road infrastructure

Queensberry Street

The Design
Hub

RMIT
10 Central Tower Prospectus Carlton Connect Initiative

Advanced
Manufacturing
Precinct

Design
Research
Institute

500m
Carlton Connect Initiative Central Tower Prospectus 11

CWL

(Centre for Workplace Leadership, The University of Melbourne)

BRAND DEVELOPMENT & ROLLOUT, MULTIPLE COLLATERAL ITEMS
The Centre for Workplace Leadership (CWL) is a joint initiative
of the Australian Government and the University of Melbourne’s
Faculty of Business and Economics to improve the quality of
leadership in Australian workplaces.

fonts, colours, imagery guidelines and templates for research
projects, digital communications and their annual report.

What Slinky did
By taking the existing CWL brand elements, Slinky Did It
extended them further through the development of a supporting
‘ribbon’ graphic to provide more scope for branding across
the required collateral. This graphic represents the forward
movement of the Centre and provided more flexibility to the
brand itself.

and the annual Future of Work conference.

This work also enabled Slinky Did It to provide solutions to
problematic co-branding elements that incorporated a variety
The Centre for Workplace Leadership required further of stakeholders at differing hierarchies.
development and extension of their new brand in order to This initial brand work has now been extended across large scale
build the brand across a wide range of collateral.
Government projects such as the Survey of Australian Leadership,

Slinky Did It worked closely with the CWL’s marketing team to
devise comprehensive brand guidelines that included specific

Slinky Did It also acted as brand advisor to the Centre from
January 2014 until the end of their funding period in June
2016 and worked across a variety of unique projects from
event concept and design to report and collateral design.

ANNUAL REPORT

2013-2014

THE YEAR IN REVIEW
Establishment of the
Advisory Board.

First leadership poll conducted:
75% of Australian workers
believe we need better
leadership & management.

‘Building technological
and leadership capacity
across the supply chain’
project commences.

Establishment
of the Centre
for Workplace
Leadership.

‘Leading for customer
focus: Improving
frontline leadership
skills’ project
commences.

‘High performance
manufacturing
workplaces study’
commences.

JUNE

AUGUST

Development work
for the Regional High
Performance Networks
(RHPN) begins.

Official launch by Senator
the Hon. Eric Abetz,
Minister for Employment:
February 20th.

FEBRUARY

DECEMBER

OCTOBER

Future of Work
conference: April
9th & 10th.

‘Leading virtual
teams’ project
commences.

APRIL

JUNE

OUR ACHIEVEMENTS
JULY

Recruitment
of CWL team
commences.

SEPTEMBER

NOVEMBER

JANUARY

‘Middle managers leading
for performance’ project
commences.
Establishment of
operations team.
Design and development
of Centre workspace
completed.
Development of
website, social media &
branding collateral.
‘Workplace leadership:
a review of prior
research’ commences.

MARCH

MAY

Second leadership poll
conducted: 46% of
workers are worried
about the future of work.

‘Work health and
safety and business
performance:
What are the links?’
project commences.

‘High performance
manufacturing workplaces
study’ fieldwork commences.
Development work
for the Survey of
Australian Leadership
(SAL) commences.

‘Developing our future leaders’
study commences.
‘Workplace leadership:
a review of prior
research’ completed.

A4LE

2016 CONFERENCE BRAND DESIGN & ROLLOUT
What Slinky did
Slinky’s solution was found within Melbourne’s graffiti covered
laneways. The identity developed explores the idea of
graffiti and the way it is often painted over by other artists –
creating a visual ‘exchange’ – but in a clean, sophisticated,
contemporary way. A font was chosen that had a stencil art
effect, which also played on the city grid and the physical
A4LE required bold, engaging new branding that reflected building blocks that are used to construct buildings and
the conference’s 2016 Melbourne location and theme of ‘Ex education spaces such as bricks, stone, concrete and so on.
(change)’. Attendees explored what they could and needed The ‘x’ and ‘c’ were joined to symbolise collaboration
to trade/exchange with each other in order to discuss and between attendees and also create a standalone ‘tag’ or
ultimately bring about ‘change’ and growth within the physical ‘brand mark’.
educational learning space.
A suite of 5 different colours – sampled directly
The Association for Learning Environments (A4LE) advocates
continual improvement in the built learning environment,
reflecting advances in learning methodology and pedagogy.
Their annual conference, held in Victoria in 2016, is a key
event that enables its members and associates to share
and learn about the developments in the design and use of
learning environments.

council of educational facility planners international (cefpi)

2016 conference
melbourne, victoria

FILM VICTORIA

ARCHITECTURAL GRAPHICS / WAYFINDING
Film Victoria is a State Government agency that provides
strategic leadership and assistance to the film, television and
digital media sectors of Victoria.
Having recently moved to a new home, Film Victoria was
looking for a way to brand their new space that would
showcase their contribution to the Australian and International
film industry.
What Slinky did
The architects had identified a particular wall within the new
space as a ‘problem area’ as visitors would exit the lift without
being able to see reception. Slinky was able to design a
graphics package to help brand the space that included a
wall graphic for the main foyer which used multiple scales
of ‘pixels’.
By selecting key imagery found in Film Victoria’s archives,
Slinky Did It was able to build an 11 metre graphic that, when
combined with continuous lyrical lighting unravelling like a
reel of film, was designed to subtly draw visitors to reception.
The graphic was accompanied by decals for the office fronts
and further branding of the reception area.
Slinky Did It was recently engaged to update the entry wall
graphic to imagery that reflects Film Victoria’s current projects.
Shortlisted for the IDEA Awards, 2013.
With Spowers Architects

FUTURE OF WORK
CONFERENCE BRAND DESIGN & ROLLOUT

The Future of Work (FOW) is an annual conference run by the
Centre for Workplace Leadership (CWL). The conference brings
together business leaders, influences and thinkers, to examine the
changing nature of work, new workplace innovations and how
we can best prepare for the future. The inaugural Future of Work:
People, Place, Technology conference was held in 2014 and
the event team required new branding that would position the
conference as the key leadership event in Australia. The aim was
to ensure attendees left the conference with the skills to build
‘people’, ‘place’ and technology’ within their workplace.
What Slinky did
Working closely with the CWL marketing and events team,
Slinky devised a brand mark that drew direct inspiration
from the CWL’s branding. A supporting graphic was also
developed to demonstrate the conference’s ability to
‘strengthen the business from the inside out’ through a pattern
of triangles that gradually develops, slowly filling in the gaps.
The multitude of triangles represents the collaborative nature
of the conference.
The colours and pattern were designed to be contemporary,
engaging, accessible, and ultimately ‘not too corporate’.
CWL then asked Slinky Did It to continue to develop the brand
across the 2015, 2016 and 2017 Melbourne conferences as
well as the inaugural Future of Work conference in Sydney in
2015 (part of the Vivid Ideas festival).
The project included the rollout of the brand across multiple
collateral items such as t-shirts, digital and print communications
and collateral, lanyards, t-shirts, presentation material, social
media skins, event app imagery, banners, stage set and venue
wayfinding.

“It became clear very quickly that Sarah was very
much in sync with the campaign, and was able to
deliver designs quickly and on-brand. She was able
to offer suggestions across multiple collateral channels
that I was rolling out, and her sharp eye for creativity
meant each piece not only looked absolutely fantastic
individually, but also worked across the full suite effortlessly.
Sarah’s friendly and engaging manner made her a
treat to deal with. Even though she was based in the US
throughout the entire campaign, her communication was
flawless. She was always quick to respond, worked to
deadline and nothing was ever too much trouble.
In short, she was a an event manager’s dream.”
- Penny Wedesweiler, 2017 Event Co-Ordinator

JOBS AUSTRALIA
ANNUAL REPORT

Jobs Australia is the national peak body for not-forprofit organisations (Jobs Australia’s members) that assist
unemployed people to prepare for and find employment.
They advocate and act as a voice for their members, allowing
them to provide support, training and services to those looking
for work. Jobs Australia’s mission is to advance positive social
change and ultimately achieve a fairer and more equitable
Australia through its support of its members.

What Slinky did
Instead of a bound booklet, Slinky designed the annual
report as a series of oversized postcards, with each card
representing one section. The Jobs Australia blue was offset
by a vibrant, contemporary yellow. Images were treated with
a circular graphic effect to create visual impact, harken back
to the dots in the Jobs Australia logo and represent the impact
that Jobs Australia has through its member network.

ANNUAL REPORT 2016

The Policy Team’s work during 2014-2015
was heavily impacted by Federal Government
procurements across a range of employment
and social policy programs, as well as a
number of policy reviews instigated by the
Federal Government.
2014-15 was a demanding year in the employment services sector,
and the Policy Team helped members make the most of the new
opportunities and cope with the challenges, while also contributing to
relevant public policy debates.
Support for members included tender support for a number of
Federal Government procurements for employmentrelated programs.

ANNUAL

The first began on 1 July with a tender for nearly 100 additional
Disability Employment Services contracts, following the
Commonwealth Government’s decision to cease providing services
through a public provider, CRS Australia, and to tender its share of
business to the provider market.

REVIEWS
SUBMISSIONS
13 POLICY
40 TENDER
FOR JOBACTIVE & DES

Just wanted to say a big
thank you to the JA team for
their invaluable tender
review service. We really do
appreciate the feedback and
input along with the efforts
you guys put in at tender time.
Mel Dowell BEST Employment

POLICY, PROGRAMS & INFLUENCE

REPORT
2016

Jobs Australia approached Slinky Did It to produce their
2015-16 Annual Report. They needed it communicate
the organisation’s role, its achievements and activities to
its stakeholders, members, government agencies and the
broader public. The brief was to create a bolder, more
contemporary and visual design than previous years.

KENNEDY’S

BRAND DESIGN, COLLATERAL ROLLOUT, ARCHITECTURAL, WEBSITE DESIGN
Kennedy’s are a boutique produce shop in Essendon, livestock were listed in the newspaper alongside images to
Melbourne. They’re all about bringing the best ethically show their health and quality.
sourced and produced Victorian produce to your table.
These animals emphasised Kennedy’s link to local farms, the
Kennedy’s wanted to build a reputation as a convenient place freshness of their produce, and the fact their meat is ‘as it
to get quality fresh, local produce. They recognised the need should be.’ Red is used to give the brand extra impact and an
for a brand with a fun, engaging persona to draw in their element of fun. This is further emphasised by the cow eating
target market. The brief was to explore ways to pay homage a tuft of grass: a playful reference to ‘butchers grass’ that
to the historical inner city delis and butchers of New York and again speaks to the freshness and seasonality of the produce.
The fonts have been inspired by traditional butcher shop
London.
typography but are grounded and contemporary.
What Slinky did
Slinky designed a contemporary take on traditional butcher The brand was rolled out over a variety of collateral, including
iconography. The colour palette of blue, red and white is architectural graphics within the store, and the design of the
coupled with bold text and images of animals, which have website.
been given a half-tone effect, harkening back to when
NAVIGATION & SLIDER
Kennedy’s - The Small Produce Store

www.smallproduce.com.au

Slinky Did It
sarah@slinkydidit.com.au

CONCEPT ONE : CONTEMPORARY TRADITION

KENNEDY’S
THE SMALL
PRODUCE STORE

Slinky Did It
sarah@slinkydidit.com.au

KENNEDY’S
THE SMALL
PRODUCE STORE

Seasona�, Health�, Qualit� Produc� fro� Victori�’� Bes� Smal� Farmer�

PARMESAN-CRUMBED CHICKEN WITH TALEGGIO STUFFING
Ingredient�

2 teaspoons chopped thyme
2 garlic cloves, chopped
100g Taleggio (see notes), rind removed, chopped
1/4 cup chopped ﬂat-leaf parsley leaves
4 x 180g chicken breast ﬁllets
3/4 cup (50g) fresh breadcrumbs
1/4 cup (20g) grated parmesan
1 egg, lightly beaten
30g butter, melted
1/3 cup (80ml) olive oil
250g vine-ripened cherry tomatoes

Step 1 Preheat oven to 180°C. Combine thyme, garlic, Taleggio and 1

tablespoon parsley, and season. Cut a deep pocket lengthways
in the thickest part of each ﬁllet and ﬁll with Taleggio
mixture. Secure with toothpicks.

Step 2 Combine breadcrumbs, parmesan and remaining 2

tablespoons parsley, then season. Place egg in a shallow bowl.
Dip chicken ﬁrst in egg, then crumbs and place in a greased
baking dish. Combine butter and oil, then pour over chicken.
Bake for 25 minutes. Add tomatoes and bake for 5 minutes or
until starting to soften and chicken is cooked. Remove
toothpicks, then serve.

47 Rose St, Essendon
9258 1005
ed@smallproduce.com.au
www.smallproduce.com.au

47 Rose St Essendon
ed@smallproduce.com.au
ABN: 67 169 870 928

www.smallproduce.com.au
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THE SMALL
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47 Rose St, Essendon
9258 1005
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STORE: CONTEMPORARY TRADITION
CONCEPT PRODUCE
ONE
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Seasona�, Health�, Qualit� Produc� fro� Victori�’� Bes� Smal� Farmer�

“Sarah spent time and energy draining my brand vision from my
head. She came up with solutions I didn’t even know I needed!
She was helpful and treated my brand as if her own, as well as
providing understanding budgets and clear avenues to keep
everything within cost. I could not recommend her more. And,
importantly, what she came up with is just so damn nice to look at!
Sometimes I just want to come up with new business ideas to have
an excuse to work with her again.”
- Edmund Kennedy, Owner

LIBRARY QUEST
BRAND DESIGN & COLLATERAL ROLLOUT

Library Quest is an online game that helps orientate new
tertiary students to their Library and its resources. The game
is quirky and humorous and strives to educate through
engagement.
Library Quest needed a brand that established their
game as professional, trustworthy, and tested whilst subtly
communicating the fun and quirky elements of the game.
It was important to tout robust, evidenced outcomes of the
game. The brand also need to resonate with students and
help libraries raise awareness and deliver their resources.

What Slinky did
Slinky chose a font which was bold and contemporary, which
helped to convey Library Quest as a trustworthy tech product
that creates evidenced impact within the tertiary library sector.
The playfulness of the game was subtly brought through by
turning the ‘Q’ in ‘quest’ into a magnifying glass, which could
then be used an a supporting brand element across collateral.
A monochromatic palette was used to allow for ultimate
flexibility with the changing face of the game.

PLAY TO LEARN

ROWAN MANGAN
D IR E C TO R
0432 591 794
rowan@libraryquestgame.com
libraryquestgame.com

LIBRARY QUEST
ABN: 78 974 297 467

0432 591 794

info@libraryquestgame.com

www.libraryquestgame.com

“Sarah’s work has been instrumental in the development of
my brand. I’ve benefited greatly from her ability to understand
and develop my ideas and she is generous with offering new
possibilities in addition to following the brief. Sarah has that
rare combination of creativity and scrupulous professionalism
that means she is a pleasure to work with while also producing
excellent designs..”
- Rowan Mangan, Owner

A CUSTOMIZED E-LEARNING GAME
LI B R A RYQ U ES TGA M ES .CO M

WHY LIBR ARY QUEST?
PROVEN
more than 5000 students have played Library
Quest and it has been steadily improved
according to feedback and research.

24/ 7 INTRODUCTION
teach your students about the library in
a format they can engage with from any
device at any time.

COST EFFECTIVE “ONE TO
MANY ” DELIVERY
libraries have reduced the resourcing costs
of poorly-attended tours and classes by up
to 70% by including Library Quest in their
orientation package.

ENGAGING EXPOSURE
TO THE LIBR ARY
90% of students who play rate the
game positively.

E X PA N D S R E ACH
up to half the student body viewed Library Quest,
where before the libraries were lucky to have
small handfuls of students attend their tours.

B U I LD S I N F O R M AT I O N
LITER ACY
after playing Library Quest, students
understand a search strategy and know
how to further develop their info lit skills.

IMPROVES STUDENT
EXPERIENCE
feedback from freshmen consistently
indicates more confidence at college and
a positive association with the library.

PROMOTES USE OF SERVICES
80% of students report more awareness of
library services and concepts after playing;
90% say they intend to use the library
services they have discovered in their degree.

LIFTS LIBR ARY ’ S PROFILE
IN THE UNIVERSIT Y
libraries have been lauded for increasing
library use and engagement without
increasing costs.

MCCORMACK PROPERTY
BRAND DESIGN, COLLATERAL ROLLOUT, WEBSITE DESIGN
A family owned company established over 46 years
ago, McCormack is one of Victoria’s leading building
services companies and a nationally recognised leader
in best practice. They provide specialist services across
commercial, education, government, industrial and residential
environments.
McCormack approached Slinky Did It to review their existing
branding and re-invent the way they present themselves to
clients.
What Slinky did
The existing branding had some strength in its concepts: the
insignia represents the ‘M’ from the name as well as their
business activity within the building industry. The font, logo
and colour palette, however, were outdated.

Slinky designed a brand that alludes to McCormack’s
business activities as well as their dependability. The font is
structured and block like, representing the building industry,
whilst still being personable. The blue has been contemporised
into a friendly and approachable aqua grounded by dark
grey. The original triangular roof idea has been expanded
and multiplied to represent McCormack’s reliability and
dependability. This also expresses their ability to develop
a project into an ongoing client relationship: one project
(or triangle) becomes many. The line work aspect reflects
construction working drawings and gives the graphic a three
dimensional quality, providing a secondary connection to
McCormack’s ability to take a project from concept through
to built form.

HOME PAGE - MOBILE NAVIGATION

Slinky Did It
sarah@slinkydidit.com.au

ABOUT US
From humble beginnings in Jack McCormack’s Lower
Plenty garage over 46 years ago, McCormack has
grown to become one of Victoria’s leading familyowned full-service building companies and a nationally
recognised leader in best practice.
McCormack’s collaborative approach to service
delivery enables us to consistently provide outstanding
outcomes for our clients. In fact, working collaboratively
with our valued clients to create tailored solutions is what
we do best.

OUR CAPABILITIES

Our mission is to deliver valuable outcomes
for our clients whilst setting the industry
standard for service, reliability and quality.
We provide specialist services across commercial,
educational, governmental, industrial and residential
environments including:
›
›
›
›

Design & Construct
Facility Services
Heritage Restoration & Painting Services
Commercial Refurbishment Delivery

McCormack is independently certified to both
international and Australian Environmental, OH&S and
Quality standards, is a member of the Master Builders
Association and a Registered Building Practitioner.

We’re there for you.
When you work with McCormack, your project director
is always available to address any queries or concerns.

Service you can trust.
By operating a traditional building company structure
with your entire project team employed directly by us,
you’ll rest easy knowing we are in full control.

You’re part of our team.
Testament to our service methodology, over 80%
of our business is return customers.

Proven results.
With over 46 years in the property industry, we have
successfully delivered thousands of fit-outs, heritage
refurbishments and facility services.

Ortec, Melbourne

STUDIO 103

BRAND DESIGN & ROLLOUT, WEBSITE DESIGN
Studio 103 is group of architects and interior designers based What Slinky did
in Melbourne. They’re dedicated to creating inspirational The concept for this project started with a cube to reflect their
entire business. Then it was disassembled to represent the
spaces.
Studio 103 wanted to find a way to showcase their architectural dualities of the work they’re doing. The name of the business
(exterior) and interior (internal) design services through a new surrounded by the broken cube line drawings, shaped almost
brand that also demonstrated their trustworthiness, client focus like hands, represented trustworthiness. A supporting graphic
was developed from the starting ‘cube’ shape.
and passion for project delivery.
The new brand then needed to be applied across a dynamic Slinky was able to bring in their quirkiness and friendliness in
the ‘pop’ of yellow shining out from the screen print effect of
and engaging website and range of marketing collateral.
the rest of the design.
A font with rounded edges that delivered a friendly,
approachable feel to Studio 103’s overall brand was also
utilised.

CONCEPT ONE :

Slinky Did It
sarah@slinkydidit.com.au

BSITE : OPTION 2, VISIA

sarah@sl

STUDY OF AUSTRALIAN LEADERSHIP
BRAND / COLLATERAL

Study of Australian Leadership (SAL) is a study of the
management and leadership capabilities of all levels of
management within Australian workplaces. The scope and
depth of the study represent an Australian first. SAL aims to
provide benchmark data for leadership and management
capability in Australian workplaces that will inform future
government policies and practice.

What Slinky did
Slinky utilised a square shape with one rounded corner to
show the study is rigorous yet approachable. Positioning the
soft corner at the bottom left, allows for the opposite corner to
point upwards, representing the goals of the study to ultimately
improve leadership capability.

Key aspects of the brief included ensuring that the brand
stood on its own, whilst remaining supportive of the Centre for
Workforce Leadership and University of Melbourne co-brand.
It also needed to demonstrates that the study examines all
levels of management. This meant steering away from the idea
of a pyramid shaped hierarchy to demonstrate that every level
of management is equally important.

The selected font is serious and robust, yet friendly. It is shown
in a combination of uppercase and title case to represent the
credibility of the study while positioning it as approachable
and useful.

The shape is simultaneously reminiscent of speech or thought
SAL needed a brand that demonstrated it is a credible, rigorous bubble and a page turning a new leaf. It has been replicated
and impactful study. It also needed to appear approachable to represent multiple levels of management and overlaid to
show the interconnectedness of each level.
and official to help managers engage with the study.

Varying shades of emerald green were utilised to represent
abundance and wealth in all its forms: material, intellectual,
emotional and creative. This ties in to what this study hopes to
help ultimately achieve for Australian workplaces. Gradients
of the green were used within collateral to show integration
of different levels within organisation. There is also subtle
reference to the Australian ‘green and gold.’

For the first time, there is a
comprehensive and representative
picture of leadership in Australian
organisations at different levels

The Study of Australian Leadership
It is in this context that the Centre for Workplace Leadership
undertook the Study of Australian Leadership (SAL).
Supported by the Australian Government through the
Department of Employment, SAL is nationally significant for
a number of reasons.
It is the largest ever survey of leadership in Australia. Consisting
of five matched survey instruments, SAL surveyed almost 8,000
individuals across 2,703 organisations and 2,561 workplaces.
Respondents included senior leaders (such as CEOs), workplace leaders
and specialists (such as HR managers), frontline leaders and employees.
The size of this study also means that, for the first time, there is a
comprehensive and representative picture of leadership in Australian
organisations at different levels, which can be used to assess how
different aspects of leadership relate to workplace performance,
innovation and employee outcomes.
This study is also significant because it is the first major review
of leadership and management capability in Australia since the
Karpin Report in 1995, and the first workplace study undertaken
since the 1995 Australian Workplace Industrial Relations Survey.
Since then, the Australian economy has been transformed, and many
new challenges now confront organisational leaders. SAL provides a
thorough assessment of leadership and determines whether Australian
workplaces are well-placed to meet the many challenges they now face.

8,000
individuals

2,703
organisations

2,561
workplaces

Leadership at Work Do Australian leaders have what it takes?
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Study of Australian Leadership Centre For Workplace Leadership
+61 3 9035 5559 info@workplaceleadership.com.au
Level 6, 198 Berkeley Street, The University of Melbourne
Victoria 3010 Australia
ABN: 84 002 705 224

Joe Doe
35 Your Street,
Somewhere VIC 3000
8 October 2013

Joe Doe
35 Your Street,
Somewhere VIC 3000

Dear Joe,

8 October 2013

Qui dic te entur? Aquos aut erum iuntia coresendis evelluptae cus inum repro ilibus audandiat pra ent, et aut est vellacienti serepre explicillor aut
lignatur? Nis quatus dolorum ad quasperum apissundam es eatem a parum quid et, illesenis maxim repe quidus, alis iliquidus, coritis alignistotas
adit, tem reptium am, odit, test eat qui que doluptam fuga. Nemperis re, od maximi, sae. Nem ipsam quatet liqui ut volupta nulliqui comnihil mi,
solent am, quid que volum et pliberuptate eiusam qui nobitae cusam, ut aped que omnis etur solorep ratiusam, siminvel moluptiusdae que sinciis
volorio. Nem doluptatur atibus etur molores exero odi berorum sam cusa sere conem derumqui corro volo ea andemped explatur?

Dear Joe,

Atibero ma sum et quatis imuscid et, auda doluptat delignam que dolupti usdanis peribus. Anda sim adi temquatur sum necte ex esed eliquist facea
nullati squide cum quisquisi dolluptio. Itatinia ipit, cullam, in cus simaionem ipsae di optas et accumquias de nima sum que coritatur, corio que si
res mos sum resequas doleniet aut mincilles expere, nobist, cus nullab idunte volupta nosandandit que esti si il illores deliam landam eum consenis dolupta tureperrum volume sitiorentium eum volorem inum nonsed utate plignis ratur, officabor rem enderum facculp arumet vellace ariore
lacessunt etur?
Nis quatus dolorum ad quasperum apissundam es eatem a parum quid et, illesenis maxim repe quidus, alis iliquidus, coritis alignistotas adit, tem
reptium am, odit, test eat qui que doluptam fuga. Nemperis re, od maximi, sae. Nem ipsam quatet liqui ut volupta nulliqui comnihil mi, solent am,
quid que volum et pliberuptate eiusam qui nobitae cusam, ut aped que omnis etur solorep ratiusam, siminvel moluptiusdae que sinciis volorio. Nem
doluptatur atibus etur molores exero odi berorum sam cusa sere conem derumqui corro volo ea andemped explatur?
Mus nempor aut int. Imporeicium nis pereces tiaspit adiciuntisti cus dolorrorem fugias ut atquat volo elesti ne vitatur am as prae nimus doluptur
audaepu daeritas cum ide ad everro excessitiat.
Yours sincerely,

DR BRIGID VAN WANROOY PROJECT LEADER
Project Leader
+61 3 9035 5892
brigid.vanwanrooy@unimelb.edu.au

Qui dic te entur? Aquos aut erum iuntia coresendis evelluptae cus inum repro ilibus audandiat pra ent, et aut est vellacienti serepre explicillor aut
lignatur? Nis quatus dolorum ad quasperum apissundam es eatem a parum quid et, illesenis maxim repe quidus, alis iliquidus, coritis alignistotas
adit, tem reptium am, odit, test eat qui que doluptam fuga. Nemperis re, od maximi, sae. Nem ipsam quatet liqui ut volupta nulliqui comnihil mi,
solent am, quid que volum et pliberuptate eiusam qui nobitae cusam, ut aped que omnis etur solorep ratiusam, siminvel moluptiusdae que sinciis
volorio. Nem doluptatur atibus etur molores exero odi berorum sam cusa sere conem derumqui corro volo ea andemped explatur?
Atibero ma sum et quatis imuscid et, auda doluptat delignam que dolupti usdanis peribus. Anda sim adi temquatur sum necte ex esed eliquist facea
nullati squide cum quisquisi dolluptio. Itatinia ipit, cullam, in cus simaionem ipsae di optas et accumquias de nima sum que coritatur, corio que si
res mos sum resequas doleniet aut mincilles expere, nobist, cus nullab idunte volupta nosandandit que esti si il illores deliam landam eum consenis dolupta tureperrum volume sitiorentium eum volorem inum nonsed utate plignis ratur, officabor rem enderum facculp arumet vellace ariore
lacessunt etur?
Nis quatus dolorum ad quasperum apissundam es eatem a parum quid et, illesenis maxim repe quidus, alis iliquidus, coritis alignistotas adit, tem
reptium am, odit, test eat qui que doluptam fuga. Nemperis re, od maximi, sae. Nem ipsam quatet liqui ut volupta nulliqui comnihil mi, solent am,
quid que volum et pliberuptate eiusam qui nobitae cusam, ut aped que omnis etur solorep ratiusam, siminvel moluptiusdae que sinciis volorio. Nem
doluptatur atibus etur molores exero odi berorum sam cusa sere conem derumqui corro volo ea andemped explatur?
Mus nempor aut int. Imporeicium nis pereces tiaspit adiciuntisti cus dolorrorem fugias ut atquat volo elesti ne vitatur am as prae nimus doluptur
audaepu daeritas cum ide ad everro excessitiat.
Yours sincerely,

Peter Gahan
Director, Centre for Workplace Leadership

Peter Gahan
Director, Centre for Workplace Leadership

Study of Australian Leadership
Centre For Workplace Leadership

Level 6, 198 Berkeley Street, The University of Melbourne
Victoria 3010 Australia
ABN: 84 002 705 224

+61 3 9035 5559 info@workplaceleadership.com.au
workplaceleadership.com.au/sal

workplaceleadership.com.au/sal

Centre for Workplace Leadership
Level 6, 198 Berkeley Street,
The University of Melbourne, Victoria 3010 Australia
workplaceleadership.com.au

SAL

Study of
Australian
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THINK TALK EAT GROW

2015 MELBOURNE UNIVERSITY FARMERS MARKET LAUNCH EVENT BRANDING & ROLLOUT
Think Eat Talk Grow was an event held on Wednesday 4th
March 2015 to launch the ‘ready to eat’ farmers market at
the University of Melbourne. A variety of different events run
throughout the day aimed to engage and inspire the local
community to eat and learn about local, fresh, sustainable
food. The event created collaboratively by the Carlton
Connect Initiative, the University of Melbourne and the City
of Melbourne and was publicised as part of the Melbourne
Food & Wine Festival.

The brief was to create a vibrant, engaging, inviting brand
that played on the ideas of urban farming and fresh produce
being available within the city. They wanted a brand that felt
optimistic about contemporary healthy living.

What Slinky did
Slinky developed a playful, light-hearted, contemporary
illustration to connect the University of Melbourne with urban
farming and a healthy, inner city lifestyle. This was combined
with a light weight version of Carlton Connect’s brand font to
Think Eat Talk Grow needed a unique brand developed for foster a sense of connection to the organiser. It was executed
the launch that conveyed the Carlton Connect Initiative and in lower case to appear friendly and community spirited.
the University of Melbourne’s public spirit and demonstrated
Using the green of Carlton Connect’s food sub-brand with
their engagement with the broader community’s health,
yellow (the colour thought to stimulate appetite) as a base,
wellbeing and relationship with food. The brand also needed
Slinky developed a friendly and optimistic colour palette.
to represent them as leaders in the fields of food technology,
innovation and education.

CONCEPT : COOL URBAN AGRICULTURE

Slinky Did It
sarah@slinkydidit.com.au

CLIENTS
SOME OF MY PEEPS

I have completed a diverse range of graphic design work for a variety of clients, including:
AECOM
- Wayfinding graphic concepts for major
transport projects
Alibaba Group
- Melbourne Office graphics package
- Australia / NZ launch event collateral
- 2017 Small Business Conference Collateral
Australian Broadcasting Commission (ABC)
- Brand development & collateral, 2016 Heywire
- Brand development & collateral, 2017 Heywire
- Brand development & collateral, 2018 Heywire
- Brand development & collateral Trailblazer program
- Brand development & printed collateral for ABC Rural
70th Anniversary celebrations
Australian Unity
- Brand development, wayfinding and signage package
20 Smith Street, Paramatta
Australian Tanzanian Services Foundation Inc. (ATSFI)
- Brand design & rollout
Carlton Connect Initiative, University of Melbourne
- 2014 conference brand & roll out
- Think Eat Talk Grow Farmers Market Launch Event
- Tower Prospectus

Centre for Workplace Leadership,
The University of Melbourne
- Brand update & roll out
- 2014 Melbourne, 2015 Melbourne, 2015 Sydney,
2016 Melbourne, 2017 Melbourne Future of Work
conference brand & roll out
- Study of Australian Leadership brand design & rollout
- Annual Reports 2014, 2015, 2016
Association for Learning Environments
(Formally CEFPI) Australasia Region
- 2016 Melbourne Conference brand design & rollout
European Union
- EU- Australia Leadership Forum Publication, Infographic
and image development
Law Architects
- Brand design & rollout
McCormack (Construction & Property Services)
- Brand design & rollout
- Website design
Studio 103 (Interior & Architectural Designers)
- Brand design & rollout
- Website design & Development

To see examples of these or any of my other work, please contact me. References are available on request.

Slinky Did It
71 Lambeth Street
Kensington VIC 3031
0422 476 001
slinkydidit.com.au
sarah@slinkydidit.com.au

ABN: 99 282 819 669

